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The following letter has not been edited in af!} way. Simple Hero has a right 
to rolf me, light me, and smoke me for "!Y editorial decisions in and around 
the wild!J popular "Other Press Sex Issue," and he has a right to dfJ it in 
his Owtl words. 
Dear Colin, 
I write in response to the Other Press Sex Issue of Sept. 28th, a 
theme which can hardly be considered appropriate for a reader-
ship of College Students that certainly includes 17 year old 
women only months removed from their high school graduation. 
1 admit that at 21 years of age, I feel part of the mature student 
crowd at Coquitlam's Douglas Lam campus, and would not be 
offeded by the material were it not anchored by the very witty and 
sexual intellectual, your own little Dan Savage, "Humpy 
Humperson." In its brutal honesty, the piece salvages the entire 
issue. 
I would first like to comment on the news editor's pathetic advice 
titled "Ten Tips for the fellas. " I am sure she was only playing 
along to the theme, pressured by a male dominated staff, and 
phony, attention wanting 'editors' at the Other Press. Not to get 
personal, but its clear the poor author is afraid to take the plunge 
and indite the real offenders here, the men of her past. As a male, 
and student of Douglas College, I am offended by the assumption 
that all men suck at sex, and are automatically programmed to 
attack the female body like a porn star. In fact, if its worth two 
cents, the first time I ever made love was like poetry, lead through 
all acts(as is often the case) by the girl. 
SUBMISSION 
The weekly deadline for submissions is 
Wednesday for publication the following 
Wednesday. Letters to the Editor, vacant sec-
tions, and " time-sensitive" articles (weekend 
news, sports, and cultural reviews) will be 
accepted until Saturday noon and can be sub-
mitted to the editor at othereditor@yahoo.ca 
All other submissions should be forward-
ed to the appropriate section editor. Please 
include your name, phone number/ email 
address, and word count, and submit via 
email as an MS Word.doc attachment to the 
attention of the appropriate editor. 
The O ther Press is run by a collective, 
which means all decisions are reached via a 
democratic voting process. Membership in 
the voting collective is open to any person 
who has contributed to at least two of three 
consecutive issues. Those interested in join-
ing the O ther Press collective should contact 
tl1e editor at othereditor@yahoo.ca 
News 
opnewseditor@gmail.com 
Opinions 
opinionsubmit@ hotmail.com 
A&E 
aeditor@ gmail.com 
Features 
krwelsh @canada.com 
Sports 
othereditor@yahoo.ca 
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I certainly imagine the Other Press office as a furnace of pseudo 
intellectuals, burning their wits end through fattys of BC Bud, 
smirking at their controversial accomplishments so early in the 
year, not at all wondering why at the age of 27 they are still stalk-
ing the grounds of a entry level college. 
I eagerly await your next issue, perhaps another theme issue, 
maybe this time about drugs and rock'nroll? 
Sincerly, 
Your friendly neighbourhood 
Simple Hero 
Dear Simple Hero (if that is indeed your real pseudonym), 
Where to start? I swear, if you didn't already write that let-
ter, I would have paid you to. Rebuking your arguments is 
easier than getting laid on Uncle's Day at a whorehouse. So, 
ring the bell, SH, class is now in session. 
I'll answer your silly allegations and inane ramblings in 
order: 
1) We did that issue especially because there are 17-
year-old girls at Douglas. Oh, wait, no we didn't. 
We put a restricted cat and the words "limited 
admittance if under 18" on the cover. But FYI, 
some 17-year-old girls get laid too. 
2) If, at 21, you're feeling part of "the mature crowd 
at Douglas," open your eyes ya dummy, you're a 
freaking baby. Why don't you go play with your 
Hot Wheels and let the grown ups become nurses, 
writers, and otherwise professional. 
3) You like Brandon Ferguson's writing? Well, you 
got me there. I like it too. 
4) The News Editor is Nicole Burton. The person 
who contributed "Ten Tips for The Fellas" was 
Angelina Fabbro. What are you, high? Otherwise, 
you're right. Angelina only shares sex information 
in a helpful and witty manner after she's goaded 
into it by "a male-dominated staff, and phony, 
attention-wanting editors." Notice how I inserted 
hyphens between your compound adjectives and 
managed to keep your emphasis on the word "edi-
tors," while avoiding the dreaded "quadruple quo 
tation mark" when I quoted you? Not that I know 
anything about editing the English language or 
anything. 
5) Like I said, fish in a barrel. But I will say this in 
return to your slight towards Douglas College, call 
ing it "an entry-level college." Post-secondary edu-
cation, whether it's Harvard or Douglas College, 
isn't just about getting a job. It's about making 
one's head a bit more interesting place to live. 
Knowledge is the decor; your head is the house. 
Your life-path is like a ... okay, wait. Who am I kid 
ding? College is about getting laid. Thus, the 
OP Sex Issue. 
I'd understand if you had legitimate beefs about 
that issue, SH. It wasn't for the weak of spirit or 
faint of heart. But, if you're going to take us to 
task, you may want to bring your A-game. Verbal 
beat-downs are just the pre-game warm-up around 
here. Thanks for writing. 
Yours in perpetuity, 
Colin Miley, Managing Editor, The Other Press. 
OP 4 Life. 
PS-If anyone has ideas for future themes, please 
forward them to othereditor@yahoo.ca. We're 
actually really nice here at The Other Press. Mosdy. 
LETT IT OR 
Whew. After last week's Sex Issue, I'm feeling a wee bit 
randy. I mean, did you see that picture in the table of 
contents? Did you even notice all the clever names 
interwoven into the masthead Oeft side, page 2 of each 
issue)? Like Hannibal from The A-Team, I love it when a 
plan comes together. 
But that was last week, Kittlings. What we're striving 
for around here isn't "one-hit wonder" status. We're not 
even trying to be good for just one month. At first, we 
were looking to expand this paper into an army of well-
trained, guerrilla fighters, but then we had a vote and 
decided that we actually all liked gorillas, so we gave 
that up. 
Next, we thought maybe we could fill in the void 
left by CBC and become the voice of Canada and the 
home of hockey every Saturday night. But we were 
denied funding for our proposal to acquire the coveted 
rights to Coronation Street: The Tmdeau Years by those 
higher-ups and ne'er-do-wells in the federal govern-
ment. Maybe we should have used a PowerPoint pres-
entation, rather than a table-hockey rink with He-Man 
action figures, to describe our business plan. I dunno. 
So, we talked amongst ourselves and decided to keep 
on keepin' on, just like this little paper's been doing 
since 1976. Then we got drunk and forgot all our 
"since-1976" pride and woke up hungover, at which 
point we wrote, edited, illustrated, photographed, and 
laid out like mad until we had completed the paper you 
now hold in your hand. I think we did it out of sheer 
force of habit, but I really can't recall. We were so busy 
we forgot to ask. 
We did, however, come up with another fine issue. 
This week's News takes you from Health Services 
here at Douglas, to the return of Joel Kollette's pride 
article, Follow the Rainbow, to the goings-on with the 
TABlE HOCKEY OF CONTENTS 
Canadian military. It's a whirlwind of a section, so 
buckle up your chinstraps. 
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Opinion's continues to dazzle with the always pro-
fane Brandon Ferguson's musings on all things left of 
centre, while JJ McCullough continues to draw gasps-
of both admiration and anger-for his well-placed Right 
Hook's. You'll want to have your head on a swivel when 
the opinions start flying around the rink. 
You want music? A&E's got your music right here. 
(I'm grabbing my crouch as I say that. Sorry, Sex Issue 
hangover.) Seriously, though, there's a Matthew Good 
CD review, a Siguer Ros concert review, and all the best 
in upcoming musical happenings listed in "What's 
Going Down." The intrepid duo of Smith and Reeve 
also review the new Fami!J GlfY DVD that I'm dying to 
see. Editor lain Reeve really gave it 110 percent and fin-
ished his checks this week. 
Features has got a fascinating history of the 
shootout in sports and rollicking romp through the 
world of transistor technology. And speaking of 
shootouts, did you hear that there won't be ties in NHL 
hockey anymore? That's right, they're going to use the 
shootout to decide a winner to regular-season games. 
Sports has got a Douglas focus, with articles on 
Women's Rugby, wrestling, and a new academic moni-
toring program for Douglas's student athletes. There's 
also a wildly entertaining yarn about a Bocce tourna-
ment. I love Bocce. It reminds me of hockey, but in a 
really laid back, back-yard-BBQ kind of a way-and 
without all the blood, sweat, excitement, and rabidly 
loyal fans. 
It's October, and the Other Press is back, baby, just 
like hockey. Go 'Nucks. 
-Colin Miley, Managing Editor 
-- ---------
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Mohammad Makjoub 
Closa to Baath 
Follow tha Rainbow-Walcoma Hackl 
Prida Collactiva ancourauas Positiva Spaca 
Authoritias Refuse Hospitalization 
Nicole Burton, News Editor 
Last week, prisoner Mohammad Mahjoub was on day 73 of his 
hunger strike. He's very weak and in constant pain. After five years 
of detention on secret evidence, and without being charged, he does 
not wish to end his hunger strike, saying that it is the only way left 
for him to fight for his own dignity and that of his family. 
Joel Koette, DSU Pride Liaison 
The DSU Pride Collective was created in 1999 to 
help foster positive attitudes toward gay, lesbian, 
bisexual, and transgendered people at Douglas 
College. 
The DSU Pride Collective works towards 
implementing advocacy and events for Douglas 
College students, such as holding pub nights, 
campaigning to stop hate crimes, educating the 
college community on AIDS awareness, and fur-
thering education about the queer community. 
This semester, the DSU Pride Collective will 
be re-launching our Positive Space Campaign at 
both campuses. The Positive Space campaign 
was initiated by the Canadian Federation of 
Students several years ago to address homopho-
bia and negative stereotypes, and to encourage 
allies to make their places of work and study a 
welcoming and "positive space" to the lesbian, 
gay, bisexual, and transgendered community. 
The campaign will consist of stickers, "myth-
and-fact" sheets, pamphlets, and posters that will 
be distributed to each and every instructor, staff 
person, and office on campus. Each individual 
will have the option to make their office a visible 
and accessible "Positive Space" for members and 
allies of the queer community. The Positive 
Space Campaign has been launched at many 
other campuses around the Lower Mainland and 
across Canada in the hopes of eliminating 
homophobia on our campuses and in our com-
munities. The DSU Pride Collective is hoping 
that the Positive Space campaign will continue to 
grow, and encourage more involvement in 
addressing queer issues on campus. 
Mahjoub has been held on what is called a "security certificate" 
for over five years. Security certificates are pieces of legislation that 
allow for people in Canada to be detained, imprisoned, and held 
indefinitely without any public evidence against them. Neither 
defendants nor their lawyers can see the evidence being used against 
them, for reasons of "national security." Security certificates are 
highly controversial in Canada for their unfair and undemocratic 
nature against the defendant, and their combined use of racial pro-
filing and targeting of people from the Middle East, South Asia, and 
other Muslim nations. 
This article is intended to welcome back all the 
old and new students to Douglas College, and 
provide them with some information about the 
Douglas Students' Union's Pride Collective. 
If you have any questions about how to get 
involved with the DSU Pride Collective, visit the 
Pride Resource Centre in room 328 of the DSU 
building at the New Westminster Campus, or 
contact us by phone at 604.527.5474. Welcome 
back everyone, and here's to a queer-friendly and 
positive year. 
Mahjoub has asked to be hospitalized and will accept an IV. 
There is an infirmary inside the Toronto West Detention Centre, but 
prison authorities are refusing to send him there. He is at imminent 
risk of permanent, severe impairment and, very possibly of death. 
What is Pride? Pride is a reflection of one's 
own sense of self, and the worldview we hold 
for our culture, our community, and ourselves. 
H.E.L. on Earth 
Brent Morley, OP Contributor 
Raytheon Technologies, an American military contrac-
tor, has brought us yet another new weapon to help 
achieve air superiority. The new air-to-air anti-missile 
system H.E.L. (High Energy Laser) is designed to shoot 
down incoming missile fire at light speed. The new unit 
is affixed to die under side of the F-22 Raptor military 
aircraft, and is about the size of a jukebox. The system 
works by detecting the missile lock on, reacting to the 
thermal heat signature of the incoming missile, and 
responding with a 150-kilowatt laser beam that super-
heats the incoming missile causing it to explode. 
Plans to start outfitting the estimated $250 million 
system on fighter jets are set for early 2008. 
All the branches of the military are similarly inter-
ested in utilizing this technology. The hopes are to 
create a H.E.L. system that can be incorporated into 
operations in all theatres of warfare. Ideally, the goal of 
the US military in this project is to minimize the size of 
the unit to the point that it can become man-portable. 
The Geneva Convention carries no section that cov-
ers the use of high-energy lasers in warfare. A number 
of questions and concerns can arise from this new 
development, but I guess the question that comes to 
my mind with all this great technology is:"W'ill I be 
incinerated?" 
Fraa Haalth Sarvicas at Douglas 
Wall, for most paopla anyway 
Jason Chan, OP Contributor 
If you paid for the medical/ dental plan at Douglas College, there are many health 
services available to you. Massage therapy, chiropractics service, naturopathic medi-
cine, and soft-tissue therapy-these are the main services available to full-time stu-
dents, provided by the Green Shield Canada health plan. They are free for those 
covered by that health insurance plan, but soft tissue therapy provides coverage for 
only up to ten sessions. I sat down and had an interview with four practitioners and 
they all encourage those with any type of ailments, especially sports-related injuries, 
to pay them a visit. Therefore, these services are ideal for those who are on the col-
lege's numerous sports teams. 
My fust appointment was with the registered massage therapist, Rob 
Hemsworth. This Manitoba university graduate holds a bachelor's degree in physical 
therapy and in education. He is a member of the BC College of Massage Therapists 
as well as an instructor at the West Coast College of Massage Therapy. Basically, he 
is trained to perform assessments to locate injuries. By employing the ancient art 
and science of manual therapy, muscles and joints are manipulated, thereby having 
an overall soothing effect on all systems of the human body. The massage therapist 
is available every Friday from 1 to 4pm in Room 1303 the first floor, next to the 
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small cafe and the vending machines. For this specific service, clients are covered up 
to $300. A doctor's referral is required, as is an appointment. Hemsworth can be 
reached at 604.430.1525. 
Next, I met with Dr. Baloo, B.Sc., DC. He is a licensed chiropractor and his 
services are available to students and athletes every Thursday from lOam to 2pm in 
Room 1303. Educated in Minnesota, Dr. Baloo has been in practice for over eight 
years. Because of his diverse clientelle, this chiropractor offers different techniques. 
He believes that he must vary treatment according to the patient's needs. For stu-
dents who are not covered, Dr. Baloo offers a reduced rate of $20 per visit, which 
typically lasts for 30 minutes. He would like to add that covered students and staff 
are entitled to a pair of custom-made prescription orthopedics. Apart from treating 
sports aches and pains, Dr. Baloo also does chiropractic consultation and evaluation. 
Referrals are not necessary. The chiropractor can be contacted at 604.430.1525 or 
604.230.1021. 
The next practitioner is also a chiropractor. Dr. Rezza Partow, DC, CSCS, prac-
tices a form of therapy called Active Release Technique (AR1). This form of thera-
py is perfect for those who suffer from muscle pain. According to Dr. Partow, stress 
can lead to negative changes in muscle tissue such as adhesions, which cause stiff-
ness. ART aggressively lengthens the affected area, which then abets the therapist in 
releasing such unhealthy adhesions. Dr. Parrow recommends that anyone who com-
plains of back pain, neck and shoulder pain, or runner's knee make an appointment 
with him. 
Originally hailing from Los Angeles, California, the good doctor has even had 
celebrity clients such as No Doubt's Gwen Stefani and the band Bon Jovi. He hints 
that he may tell you more about them if you make an appointment with him. His 
office hours are Tuesdays from lOam to 2pm in Room 1303. He can be reached at 
604.626.1647 or by email at reza@citahealth.com. 
Finally, I had a chat with Dr. Kristen Brown, ND. She is a naturopathic physi-
cian who practices holistic medicine; that is, she treats the person as a whole. The 
physician recognizes that disease and sickness are caused by biological, psychologi-
cal, and social factors; therefore, she treats the patient accordingly. As a family prac-
titioner, the doctor treats many common health problems, such as insomnia, depres-
sion, PMS, skin conditions, heart disease, stress, weight gain and loss, and diabetes. 
In practice, Dr. Brown uses therapeutics that helps the body's natural self-healing 
process. Some examples are immune support, exercise prescription, and clinical 
nutrition. After graduating from Bastyr University in Seattle, Dr. Brown moved to 
Vancouver to practice. Her philosophy of and approach to medicine differ from 
conventional medicine in small ways: she emphasizes preventative measures to treat-
ing maladies and although she did study pharmacology in medical school, she is not 
currently certified to prescribe pharmaceuticals in British Columbia. She can be 
contacted at 604.430.1525. 
So there you go. I bet most of you haven't even heard of all these services. 
Furthermore, I bet you didn't know that they are free for most of us here on 
campus. 
Douglas Studant Union Vs. Douglas Collaga on tha 
Withholding of Studants' Monay 
A Naws Updata 
Nichole Burton, OP News Editor 
The conflict between the Douglas Students' Union 
(DSU) and Douglas College continues on the question 
of the College withholding students' dues from the 
Union. Last Wednesday afternoon, DSU representatives 
met with Blaine Jenson, Vice President of Education 
Services; Karen Maynes, Vice President of Finance for 
Douglas College; and Douglas College director of 
Finance Christine Worsley to begin the process of 
negotiations to solve the current crisis facing Douglas 
students and the administering of their dollars. 
As reported last week, Douglas College has decided 
to withhold money paid as Union dues by Douglas stu-
dents to the DSU. Thi·s decision is in violation of the 
College's supposed role in this process of collecting 
dues, which is to serve only as a go-between for stu-
dents and the DSU with no decision-making power 
over the use of students' money. 
The DSU will be making their proposal for resolu-
tion to the College after they meet next Wednesday. 
UBC Prof Ranks among Darwin, Einstain 
Sienne Lam, The Ubyseey (University of British Columbia) 
VANCOUVER (CUP)-University of British Columbia 
math professor Martin Barlow joins the echelon of his 
great, great grandfather Charles Darwin and other 
prominent scientists like Albert Einstein and Isaac 
ewton in his recent election to the Royal Society of 
London. 
"The very first time l worked with [Barlow], it was 
very clear that he's an extremely gifted scientist .. .it's 
clear that he's on his way to great things," said Ed 
Perkins, UBC Mathematics Professor, of his colleague 
and long-time friend. 
According to Barlow, what really triggered his inter-
est in studying random walks in irregular spaces was the 
first paper he wrote with Ed Perkins, which became one 
of the founding papers in the whole field. After 20 
years of research in this area, Barlow has replaced pre-
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vious theoretical models on diffusions on fractals with a 
more accurate one. He pioneered mathematical tools to 
analyze the flow and transport of heat waves and liq-
uids over irregular objects. 
Barlow's breakthrough theory made him one of the 
44 new people the Royal Society of London adrnits 
each year. The Society was founded in 1660, making it 
one of the oldest and most prestigious scientific acade-
mies in the world. With a membership of 1,300, includ-
ing 20 Nobel Prize winners, the Society recruits the 
finest scientists, engineers, and technologists in the 
United Kingdom, Commonwealth countries, and 
Ireland. 
"I was of course very pleased when I heard about 
my election to the Royal Society. I would say that mainJy 
this pleasure was personal, but having a famous ances-
tor who also was a fellow of the Royal Society was a 
bonus," said Barlow. 
Barlow's entrance into the Society is one of 
immense honour as very few academics from Canadian 
universities are admitted. Perkins said he is sure that 
Barlow's election will help elevate the prestige of the 
University of British Columbia. Postgraduates wanting 
to further their studies in the area of probability theory 
and mathematics \vill be drawn to UBC upon observing 
the notable resumes of faculty staf£ 
Barlow explained that his future plans are centred 
around his professional goals-to continue his research 
in mathematics. He said he would also like to see the 
Canadian presence in the Royal Society increase, but he 
recognizes that it is a more important goal for 
Canadians to build up the strength and reputation of 
the Royal Society of Canada. 
"Sadly, while the Royal Society lof London] receives 
substantial support from the British government for its 
work in science education and policy advice, the Royal 
Society of Canada currently receives no support from 
the government of Canada," said BariO\v. 
Professor Barlow is currently in Kyoto furthering his 
research with Japanese mathematicians. He is also doing 
a series of lectures at the Kyoto University and the 
Rims Research Institute of Mathematics in Japan. 
A Call to Arms 
Brandon Ferguson, Opinions E ditor 
For a long time now, I've wondered about the woeful 
state of post-secondary education. Not the spirit of it, 
mind you, but rather the merit. 
Learning is necessary in life and bettering yourself is 
vital to living well-we're all here to take a stab at both. 
But what was once such a noble pursuit-akin to the 
brave boys and girls who enlisted for the rwo great 
wars-is now nothing more than a government-taxed 
cash grab. 
Here's my basic equation, see if you agree. 
As a child, getting a high-school diploma was as 
expected of me as acne. But if I was ever to amount to 
anything, post-secondary education was a must. Go to 
university (because college is for retards), blow half a 
decade figuring it out while learning the basic tenets of 
psychology, sociology, criminology, history, math, and 
science-all the things that would've been more easily 
digested when my brain was young and malleable and 
the education was free. Drop out. Go to college. 
Universities, colleges, and institutes of learning 
abound. Two-year focused diplomas. Trade schools. 
Beauty schools. Esthetician schools. Schools for model-
ing, make-up, interior design-there's even a fucking 
program to be a cashier. SFU, UBC, TWU, JlBC, BCIT, 
CDI, IC, 1 LC, VFS, UNBC, AI, IGK ... \'VTF? 
All those schools, plus ali our ambition, equals 
money, money, and more money. 
And why do we willingly fork over all this money to 
learn and better ourselves? Because we're the whimsical 
future of an unrelentingly selfish past. 
Our parents are bleeding us dry. The governments; 
the corporations who get tax breaks from the govern-
ments and in return offer entry-level jobs to genius-level 
students; the mostly undereducated unions that disrupt 
classes with strikes when collective bargains end (as the 
government stands by, as if they had no idea the agree-
ment was corning to its conclusion). Anyone who 
implicitly allows students to bankrupt their present 
while chasing an idealized future has got the blood of 
aborted dreams on their hands. 
I hate to sound academically snobby, but I resent 
that I ever could. We're supposed to be doing some-
thing special here. We're supposed to be the future. 
We're supposed to be lauded for putting two, four, six, 
or sometimes ten of our prime income-earning years on 
hold to pursue an educational passion in order to make 
this a better world to live in. 
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We're not supposed to be supporting the provincial 
economy before we've even entered it. We're not sup-
posed to be marginalized like every other second-class 
citizen that the powers-that-be ignore. 
And maybe that's why we are being ignored. Maybe 
our naive altruism threatens the superstructure that has 
served the elites so well for so long. Maybe the sellout 
children of the 60s are afraid that we'll achieve what 
they only spoke (and smoked) of. 
If given just half a chance, wouldn't we all facilit<'tte 
positive change on behalf of the have-nots? 
The hippies who danced to Joan Baez and burned 
draft cards to Jimi Hendrix are the same pony-tailed 
sycophants who now produce Britney Spears and pro-
mote Justin Timberlake. Irony? They're loving it. 
The point I'm trying to make is two-fold. First, it's 
okay to be stupid: you don't have to read Plato to have 
an opinion; you can listen to 50 Cent and still care 
about the bigger picture. l misspelled my name yester-
day, and here I go ranting. 
Second, and more crucial, is this twist on an old 
adage: it's not a matter of distrusting anyone over 30; 
don't trust anyone who makes over 30 grand more than 
you. The system's working quite well for them, thank 
you very much. 
Undeniably, we're all the working poor. I used to 
think that social rank was like dental coverage: I had 
what my parents had. Now, I'm making more coin than 
ever before and still can't afford to have a cavity filled 
without the student union's coverage plan. Even then, 
I'm not eating well for a week. 
Right around the time that the BC Liberals bitched 
about the poor economy, which was naturally the 
DP's fault, they jacked up tuition by 300 percent in 
some cases. This past election, when the Liberals boast-
ed the most robust economy in Canada, was it a coinci-
dence that the gross provincial income increased by 
roughly the same amount as students paid in extra 
tuition costs? We single-handedly saved the economy, 
Continued DR PIUB 10 
My Mathod of Procrastination 
Julian Worker, OP Contributor 
Until I was around 30 years of age, my 
preferred way of procrastinating was 
what I can safely call now the TPOT 
method. TPOT stood for "There's plen-
ty of time" and was my way of convinc-
ing myself that there was no need to 
hurry, as there was always another day 
when the necessary work could be per-
formed. 
Tasks such as repairs in the house, 
weeding the garden, and writing com-
puter programs for the company I 
worked for could all be placed in the 
TPOT. Either TEA (topics expecting 
actions) or BAGS (basic assignments 
generating solutions) would be placed in 
the TPOT along with HOTWATER 
(heavy office tasks/ work activities that 
expect replies). This mixture of ingredi-
ents would be held inside the TPOT 
method until they all STEWED (solu-
tions to tasks expected when exactly? 
directly?). Oh no! 
I now had to address the problem 
with little or no time to do my best 
work. Emergency repairs had to be 
made to the dishwasher, the weeds had 
to be hacked with a scythe, and comput-
er code had to be written in the small 
hours of the morning. None of this 
made me very popular. As I matured in 
years, I gradually realised that the TPOT 
method just caused problems to brew. It 
took some swallowing when I realized 
that I could have completed my work a 
whole lot better, if I had simply not pro-
crastinated at all. 
To sum things up, I have found that 
prompt action yields BEER (better 
efforts, effective results). 
OPINION 8 
Perceived benefits of warming don't pan out 
Stuck out in the cold on freezing February 
mornings, Canadians can be forgiven for think-
ing: "Bring on global warming!" But new 
research tells us we should be careful what we 
wish for. 
Wishful thinking about global warming isn't 
limited to cold Canadians. ln fact, some people 
have suggested that a warmer planet would be 
beneficial for humanity-by allowing farmers to 
plant crops in areas that are otherwise too cold, 
for exan1ple, and by increasing tree growth and 
creating more lumber. In theory, all that extra 
plant growth would also suck up carbon from 
the air, which could slow and eventually reverse 
global warming-handily solving the problem 
for us. 
Sounds too good to be true, and it most like-
ly is. 
However, it has been difficult to find out 
how plants will actually respond to prolonged 
increased temperatures. Experiments have been 
conducted on small plots using heat lamps, but 
these were very limited in scope and hardly 
mimic changes that would take place on much 
larger scales. 
Scientists tell us we can expect more extreme 
weather events like heat waves and droughts as 
climate change progresses. Europe's summer of 
2003 gave scientists the opportunity to examine 
what prolonged hot temperatures will mean for 
plant growth across a large area. That summer, 
temperatures soared across Europe, with aver-
ages exceeding the norm by si.x degrees Celsius. 
Rainfall also decreased by 50 percent compared 
to the average. It was a scorcher and 16,000 
Parisians died from the heat. 
Europe is fortunate to have an extensive net-
work of scientific monitoring stations, giving 
scientists access to huge amounts of data. So 
the European Union commissioned scientists to 
mine those data to find out how the heat wave 
affected plant growth and carbon dioxide levels. 
The results were published in a recent edition of 
the journal Nature. 
Researchers from 17 countries exan1ined 
crop-yield information and satellite data, along 
with carbon dioxide readings from 14 forest 
sites and one grassland site. They found that 
Europe lost 30 percent of its plant life over the 
summer of 2003. This decrease in biomass 
(weight of living matter) combined with an 
increase in plant respiration (which releases car-
bon dioxide) means that, over the course of one 
summer, Europe's forests and fields released 
more carbon dioxide than all its plants had 
sucked up over the previous four years. Their 
findings do not include the release of carbon 
into the atmosphere from massive forest fires 
that also raged during that summer. 
The report concludes, "In Europe, more fre-
quent extreme drought events may cmmteract 
the effects of the anticipated mean warming and 
lengthening of the growing season, and erode 
the health and productivity of ecosystems, 
reversing (carbon) sinks to sources and con-
tributing to positive carbon-climate feedbacks." 
In other words, more droughts could actually 
speed up climate change and make the problem 
worse. 
Of course, if temperature changes occur 
slow enough, it's possible that forests and crops 
could acclimate and fare better. But those 
increased temperatures could also lead to other 
problems such as increased pests, diseases' and 
fires. The researchers say that more studies are 
needed to find out what to expect in the future. 
We still have an opportunity to choose that 
future. By reducing the emissions that are caus-
ing the problem, we can slow climate change 
and reduce the threat. What's more, by becom-
ing more efficient and less wasteful, Canada can 
become more economically competitive right 
now. It will also boost innovation and creativity, 
setting us up to be global leaders in the future. 
Waiting longer to see what happens as our 
climate changes is not just wishful thinking-it's 
stupid. Climate change may be many things, but 
good for Canada is not likely to be one of them. 
No una is a Tory now 
Right Hook 
JJ McCullough, OP Columnist 
Canada was founded by Tories-of that there can be no doubt. Sir John A. 
MacD onald was certainly a Tory, as were most of his successors in the Progressive 
Conservative Party of Canada. Nineteenth century Canada was very much a Tory 
nation. 
Preston Manning was not a Tory. His Alberta-based Reform Party was founded 
in direct opposition to the Tory establishment that was firmly entrenched in Ottawa 
at the time. After the 1993 election, Manning's unique blend of populist-conser-
vatism effectively eclipsed Toryism as the dominant form of conservative ideology 
in the country. The transition had been a long time corning, however. Ever since he 
became leader of the PC party in 1983, Brian Mulroney had worked hard to move 
Canada's Conservatives towards an agenda of Reaganite free-market libertarianism, 
and away from the Tory traditions of John Diefenbaker and Robert Stanfield. 
When the remnants of the PC party merged with the Canadian Alliance in 2003, 
the death of Toryism was complete. This reality was made all the more obvious by 
the fact that some of the most outspoken critics of the merger were hard-line tradi-
tional Tories like Joe Clark and David Orchard. 
And yet, despite the death of Canadian Tories, the Canadian media continues to 
refer to members of the Conservative Party of Canada as "Tories." The media 
clearly believes that "Tory" is simply a Canadian synonym for "Conservative," when 
the reality could not be further from the truth. 
True, Tories are conservative in a broad sense, but their concept of what consti-
tutes conservatism is actually radically different from what passes as mainstream 
conservatism today. The values, priorities, and goals of Tories have little in common 
with that of the modern Conservative Party, which is what makes the media's use of 
the title such a misnomer. 
So what is the difference? Here's a Tory checklist: 
<I A Tory is someone who celebrates the British torching of the White House 
in the 1812 War and hangs portraits of Laura Secord and Benedict Arnold 
in his dining room. 
<I A Tory is someone who will launch into a lengthy lecture on the correct 
"styles of address" if he overhears someone refer to Paul Martin as Mr. 
Prime Minister instead of simply "Prime Minister." 
./ A Tory is someone who will proudly declare that he was against the French 
Revolution. 
./ A Tory is someone who will write a letter to the editor condemning 
Canada's "creeping republicanism" after his local library takes down a 
dusty portrait of Queen Elizabeth II and replaces it with a collection of chil-
dren's art. 
./ A Tory is someone who shakes his head and sighs when he hears the 
name Mahatma Gandhi. 
<I A Tory is someone who thinks the biggest problem with Adrienne Clarkson 
is that she did not unilaterally dissolve parl iament or veto any laws at any 
time during her term in office. 
<I A Tory is someone who spends his free time at a social club with some 
combination of the following words in the title: Empire, United, Monarchist, 
or League. 
<I A Tory is someone who thinks the Senate needs to be reformed so that it's 
more like Britain's House of Lords. 
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You Ara What You Ain't 
As if-why Liberals are bella bunk and mad wack 
Brandon Ferguson, OP Contributor 
As Sir lain Reeve has been so kind as 
to step aside for a week and let me 
take a turn at stirring the pot and 
heating up lefti st passions for ano ther 
sizzling serving of Leftovers, I wanted 
to lambaste the crack-pot assertion 
that "liberal" actually means what it 
says. 
For the past dozen years, 
Canadians have elected the federal 
Liberal party. During that tenure, 
we've seen a rejuvenated economy (as 
has most everyone else who wasn't 
dropping billions on ballistic missile 
testing and democracy building), a 
long awaited health care deal between 
the provincial and federal govern-
ments, and some Watergate-like scan-
dal. 
Provincially speaking, for the past 
five years we've elected the BC 
Liberals. During this tenure, we've 
seen a rejuvenated economy (how's 
that working out for you guys?), the 
long expected sale of every Crown 
corporation they could get their hands 
on, and some Nick Nolte-like scandal. 
The feds have enjoyed the global 
resurgence in economy, as will happen 
in a free market system; the province 
has had an economic resurgence due 
to unruly zero mandates for unions, 
tuition hikes, and the slashing of 
social programs. 
The feds bent over and gave fat 
cash to th.e provinces for health care 
because it was their sole election 
promise-and the system is still in 
critical condition; the province has 
sold, or has okayed the sale of, nearly 
every Crown corporation we own(ed)-
corporations like BC Rail, BC Hydro 
in bits and pieces, and coming soon to 
a Texan near you, Terasen. 
And as for scandal, what do they 
say about absolute power absolutely 
corrupting? Give Ottawa weasels a 
dozen years and they're bound to get 
bored ... and greedy. And the hypocrisy 
of Gordo Campbell's bumper car ses-
sion in Hawaii followed by his bleary-
eyed photo-op kind of makes Glen 
Clark's back deck look like, well, a 
freaking back deck. When comparing 
the headhunt that Campbell's opposi-
tion Liberals undertook to dethrone 
the NDP over 2x4's, nails, and a nicer 
place to throw a BBQ with Gordo's 
refusal to step down, it's so two-faced 
it makes Michael Jackson's mug look 
relatively stable. 
T hese are all "liberal" government 
doings. 
When I was a kid, getting a liberal 
serving of gravy meant that the plate 
was swimming and extra Yorkshire 
puddings were corning. It meant gen-
erous. It meant satisfying my wants 
for a more fulfilling meal experience, 
and when it comes to the meat-and-
potatoes of life, these "liberal" jack-
asses keep serving up heaping piles of 
horse radish and bullshit. 
When you regularly read the ram-
bunctious ramblings and wistful wan-
derings of our JJ from the right and 
lain from the left, you see both 
dichotomy and harmony. Though 
their views are diametrically opposed, 
they are both forged in the hope for a 
better Canada and ultimately a nicer 
world. To lean right is to support fis-
cal restraint, economy building 
through tax cuts, smaller government, 
stronger international standing, and 
stauncher moral values. To lean left is 
to splurge on social programs, support 
harm reduction principles, tax the shit 
out of those who can give, stand up 
internationally for what is important 
to Canadians, and, if need be, tax a lit-
tle more in the name of fairness to all. 
The right screams: "fag-you're 
going into debt over dumbasses on 
the street too lazy to work." The left 
screams: "homophobe-you're drag-
ging us back into the dark ages." 
As the only two sides with any real 
idea of what they want their world to 
look like continue to duke it out ideal-
istically, enter in the Liberals, whose 
slogan may as well be: "We ain't what 
you fear most." 
Far from being Liberal, they are 
the new definition of what a Canadian 
is: a fence-sitting ninny. They sit in the 
middle, waiting to see which way the 
wind blows, and then fall on whichev-
er side the public deems the grass to 
be greener on. And, if the wind 
changes directions, they simply clain1 
that they were pushed (by the need 
for a united Canada with Quebec in it; 
by the eventual need to say no to the 
US war in Iraq; by Maher Arar's 
uncanny ability to not go away). 
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· A Call To Arms continued from paga 7 
Lan Overs continuad from paga 8 
You can be on the right if you like-God is great and 
I think it's swell that you enjoy sex standing up, twice a 
year. You can be on the left if you wish-pot's for every-
one and it's totally neat that your heart bleeds for every-
one but yourself. But have an opinion, a strong opinion, 
and stop being a coward whenever elections come about 
and you get queasy about the idea of a ruling party with 
a strong sense of ideology. 
"Liberal" has become just another throwaway word 
that stands for nothing and can't be attacked, or trusted, 
for what it is or isn't. 
Right Hook continuad 
from paga 8 
The Tories were the masters of Canada's old elite 
order. They were obsessive Anglophiles and their out-
look on life was shaped by 19th century notions of 
pedigree, class, and hierarchy. They valued order more 
than freedom, and trusted government more than the 
people. They were, in many ways, the complete 
antithesis of everything modern conservatives profess 
to believe in. 
Stephen Harper is not a Tory, and the 
Conservative Party of Canada is not a Tory party. 
Canadian Tories are dead. Can we please retire the 
word already? 
OPINION 10 
again before we'd even stepped a foot in it. 
That's shit, and it's smeared on the soul of our immediate ancestors. 
You begin to wonder if there is a war room where plots are hatched and plans are 
laid. Is it far-fetched to suggest that maybe this is all part of a bigger scheme? Squeeze 
the ambitious and impoverished for all they're worth; dumb down an entire generation 
until manual labour (as noble and worthy as it may be) is our only option; leave a few 
high-up positions that require academic training available for the few scurvy Young 
Liberals who walk amongst us like vermin in the night; and let the peons work for eons 
to fatten the bellies of the most privileged and well-to-do. 
Yes, yes, it's as inflammatory as it is unlikely, as self-important as it is self-loathing. 
However, one of Douglas CoUege's security guards, a good man with a degree in eco-
nomics, was telling me about his thesis paper in which he pinpoints the marginalization 
of the middle class to the mid-50s, when the US began devaluing its dollar and the 
post-war economic boom burst. Now, I don't have a clue what that necessarily means, 
except this: a man of such intellectual calibre is blowing whistles when I streak by at 
pub nights. 
This system is inherently broken by greed and envy; it suppresses the best and 
brightest for fear tl1at they'll see, and implement, the ilipside of an economy: humanity. 
We're all dollars and cents until we get names. 
The last time a system was so blatantly imbalanced towards the wealthy and power-
ful was at the turn of the 20th century when the Soviet Union erupted in revolution. 
"It's coming," the security guard savant said, with a matter-of-fact tranquility. 
"People can only take so much before they break." 
When everyone else has sold out and you still can't afford a ticket to the movies, ask 
yourself: what'll you do? 
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Music for a Causa: 
Youth-organized event tries to motivate other youth 
lain W Reeve, A&E Editor 
On September 23, a group of three motivated youth 
leaders, one of whom is a former Douglas student, put 
on an inspiring fundraiser concert at the James Cowan 
Theatre in Burnaby. Acts performing and included 
Delta rock country outfit Higgins, and Vancouver 
native Ben Sigston. In addition to some wicked local 
music, the event featured four youth speakers dishing 
on topics around youth leadership and political and 
social engagement. All proceeds were donated to War 
Child Canada, an organization dedicated to assisting 
children in war-torn countries. 
There was plenty of enthusiasm, both in the crowd 
and from the performers and speakers. "I'm always 
eager to do what I can to help young people who are 
trying to make a difference, and you know what? What 
these young people are doing will make a great deal of 
difference to those who need it the most," said Sigston 
of his involvement in the event. 
A member of the Higgins family, Eileen Higgins 
explained their enthusiasm: 'We perform because we 
love music, but it's extra special when you can help peo-
ple in need at the same time." The speakers covered 
topics profiling youth initiative in many projects around 
the world including the HIV /AIDS battle, environmen-
talism, and all manner of grassroots activism. 
The three youth who organized the event are look-
ing to organize further fund raising efforts in the near 
future. If you are interested in learning more about 
these events, contact chiranlivera@hotmail.com. For 
more information on War Child Canada, visit 
www.warchild.ca. To check out the bands that played, 
see www.higginsmusic.com and www.bensigston.com. 
Matthaw Good-In a Coma: 1885-2005 
Kevin Lalonde, OP Contributor 
It's cheesy, but they say that everyone has a sound-
track-to their lives. You know, the fust cassette tape 
you ever bought, the song you listened to when you 
walked to school the day you graduated, the album that 
was playing when you first got laid, that kind of stuff. 
Arguably, some are better than others. It could be said 
that if I had a soundtrack, Matthew Good would fill 
the liner notes from age 14 to 19. I was the first kid on 
my block to buy Beautiful Midnight, and was proud of 
it. 
So, it's with a kind of mild trepidation that I throw 
in the new Matthew Good compilation, In a Coma: 
to be a best of and a ret-
usi videos, 'ac y, hilarious com-
men ary, in additi n to a sh rt mak-
in - f documen 'piece and a photo 
gall ry. Al o, i contains a bonus disc 
with acoustic r wor · gs of a handful 
of older and newer song and th 
entir ty of two h rd-if-not-impossible 
to find EPs entitled Los .4nthems d 
Lo-Fl B-Side • 
With th xception of th new 
·sc hardly interests me at all. It' w t 
you t to be on a best-of album all of the 
sing! s minus "Carmelina" and ''Anti-Pop" (v. ich, 
ar ly, both ~da suck, ut the video for ''Anti-
a a lawn gnome. Sweet). The new songs, "Pony Bo " 
and "Big City Life" are both pretty decent; good, well 
od ced rock music, but only remarkable in the post-
GB discography because they're new. Hey, they're 
d, but new songs aren't what I'm looking for. 
e real gold in this compilation is the nine acoustic 
s on the second CD, re-workings of mostly older 
, from as far back as the ~gun EP, right up to 
irnmersive. Both " 
much as they did · 
vue. Though not 
this portion of 
and more barebones, begging m re intens listen 
from the audience. Tracks like "North American fot 
Life" and " ella Tim Bomb," meanwhile, are har y 
r ognizable, d aftnost say boring were it ot 
or Good's yoic unusu y I w, minim and demand-
ing c plete attention. 
For thos who ha never heard Loser Anthem or 
FiB-Sides, w'hic make up the rest of disc two, this 
compilation becomes essential. Songs like "The Pine 
Art of Fa:Jling Apart" and "Flight Recorder From 
iking 7" (featuring vocals by Holly McNarland) are 
sad an compelling, while "Born to Kill" and the cover 
of Depeche Mode's "Enjoy the Silence" positively ro 
yp li e na ana-loving socks off. Granted, if 
you'r en h of a fan to buy a best of, you've proba-
d these before. But it sure beats having to 
steal them ff the nternet like the rest of us did. 
So, by the en of · s ten-years worth of satirical 
and ofi en subversive C nadian rock, I've found that I 
sure do till love Matt , and that "Mambo #5" 
shit still ta rsuc s. H er, if you love Matt Good 
too, go pick l11 a ~ nd let yourself be reminded 
of the first time u got drunk in your parents' base-
ment. Because chan e, MGB was on the stereo, 
and you were loving it 
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Victory Rose) came through 
Takk. Last time they came 
at a church, a fitting setting 
songs. This time they 
with religious aesthetic, 
sound at the show was amazing. 
gear, the musicians, and the sound 
harmony to create the best sounding 
The band was accompanied by string 
entire set. The eight musicians evoked a 
of musicianship, which entranced and 
l)e-,P'OfliC1 comparison. I 
vnthes:is of the best parts of 
do Sigur Ros justice, 
Phl'•<>nim of Sigur Ros 
Ros' best release to 
unto itsel£ T akk is more 
aliJIC:al territory than the band's previ-
d is putly due to the addition of 
musiciaas d · g the recording of the album; 
Ros' m t richly produced release to 
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Into tha Blua: Raviaw 
Vince Yim, OP Blue Baller 
Jared (Paul Walker, The Fast and the Furious) and Sam 
Oessica Alba, TV's Dark Ange~ are a couple of divers 
who just want to live the simple life. After meeting up 
with two other divers, they learn of a sunken treasure. 
Instead, they find trouble in the form of a cargo plane 
full of cocaine. Run-ins with the local crime lords, 
shootings at sea, and shark attacks ensue. 
A quick glance at the trailer will reveal a film that 
probably should have been released during the summer, 
although watching the film from beginning to end will 
indicate why not. Add this to the fact that the film was 
shot over a year and a half ago (end of March 2004), 
which would have given them plenty of time to release 
this film since summer of last year, which indicates a 
severe lack of faith on the part of the studio. 
Admittedly, the film does have its charms, in that it 
is very well paced and edited, plus it has some breath-
taking underwater cinematography. Eye-candy shots of 
Jessica Alba don't hurt either, which will probably have 
you wondering how to get a hold of her personal train-
er (or her plastic surgeon for that matter). But none of 
these are enough to get past the pedestrian script, end-
less action movie cliches, and the weak, unquotable dia-
logue. 
Sitting in the director's chair is John Stockwell, the 
man behind the moderately successful Bl11e Crush. As 
expected, he keeps the film from sinking completely, but 
is bailing out a lot of water on the way. Despite his best 
efforts, it can't rise above the material, nor can the cast, 
who try their best with what they're given. To their 
credit, no one turns in a truly awful performance, 
although it feels phoned in for the most part. But when 
you consider the previous films done by the two leads, 
it's not like they can do any worse. Maybe no one rises 
above the material because they simply can't. 
The script comes courtesy of screenwriter Matt 
Vince Vim, Print Futures: 
For the people and the pleasure of see-
ing my name in print. 
Kerry Evans, General Studies: 
Because they tell you what a good writer 
you are and it makes you feel really 
good inside. 
J.J. McCullough, (oops, I forgot to 
ask what major. suggest: Sketching 
and Organizing): 
The Other Press is a great paper that is 
actually willing to publish a variety of dif-
ferent perspectives. Not many college 
papers would be willing to run a right-
wing hack like me. 
Johnson, who gave us last year's critically acclaimed 
action drama Torque. That alone will tell you everything 
you need to know. Indeed, the story is a seemingly end-
less string of cliches and is predictable from start to fin-
ish. By the first reel, you already know who the bad guy 
is, who will eventually be betraying the group of divers, 
and who will be shark bait. Any sort of plot twist is 
seen a mile off, while there simply isn't enough emo-
tional investment to care if someone gets shot or eaten 
by a shark. But at least you won't be cheering when that 
happens. 
Not a horrible film, but not a particularly good one 
either. While somewhat watchable, it's quite forgettable. 
Destined to fall between the cracks in the week's major 
releases (including Sereniry, A History if Violence, and 
Proojj, it's destined to hit video shelves before long. 
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What's Goilg Down 
Movies 
In Her Shoes 
Starring Toni Collette, Cameron Diaz, and Shirley Maclaine. 
Straight-laced Rose (Collette) breaks off relations with her 
party-girl sister, Maggie (Diaz), over an indiscretion im·olving 
Rose's boyfriend. The chilly armosphere is broken with the 
arrival of Ella ~heLaine), the grandmother neither sister knew 
existed. 
October 7 
The Curse of the Were-Rabbit 
Starring Wallace and Gromit 
Directed by Steve Box and ick Park 
Wallace and his loyal dog, Grornit, set out to discover the mys-
tery behind the garden sabotage that plagues their viUage and 
threatens the annual giant vegetable growing conte~t. 
October 7 
The 24th Annual Vancouver Film Festival 
Hundreds of films screening all over downtown Vancouver in a 
large variety of categories from countries all oYer the world. 
There are many solid Canadian features, a second \•oUey of doc-
umentary features after last year's plethora, and a significant fea-
ture on Asian cinema in the Dragons & Tigers series. This is a 
must attend for any film fan. 
Go to www.viff.org or the festival box office on Granville at 
Georgia downtown for tickets. 
September 29-0ctober 14 
Music 
The Arcade Fire 
PNE Forum 
Oct. 7@ 7PM 
Tix $31.50 available at Ticketmaster, Zulu, Scratch 
Coheed and Cambria 
Croatian Cultural Centre 
Oct. 11@ 7PM 
Tix $23.50 available at Ticketmaster, Zulu, Scratch 
The Killers 
Pacific Coliseum 
Oct. 13@ 7:30 
Tix $31.50-$52 available at Ticketmaster and Zulu 
The Diary of Anne Frank 
Arts Club Theatre 
Sept. 22-0ct. 23 
Ti:< $24.75-59.50, call 604.687.1644 
Campus Evants 
The Amelia Douglas Gallery presents Boris Sichon's col-
lection of instruments from around the world. Featuring 
photographs by Ian Joyce 
Sept. 22- ov. 5. 
Opening reception September 22 @ 2-5:30pm. 
For Gallery times, call 604.527.5495. 
Noon at New West presents Sukha Trio, featuring: Jared 
Burrows on guitar, Colin MacDonald on saxophone, and 
Clyde Reed on bass. 
Performing Arts Theatre 
Oct. 13@ 12:30pm 
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Smith & Raava at tha movias, DVD Edition: 
Family Guy Prasants Stavia GriHin: Tha Untold Story 
lain Reeve, A&E Editor and Steph Smith, OP Contributor 
A straight to DVD chapter of the recently resurrect-
ed and mind numbingly funny animated classic, Stewie 
Griffin: The Untold Story. The story, which is actually 
three episodes wedged together, revolves around the 
Griffin baby Stewie's quest to find his real identity. 
Before long, Stewie finds himself sent to hell, the 
future, and to Condoleezza Rice's 70s dorm room. All 
this to determine if this super-genius trapped in a 
baby's body could really be the offspring of super-
idiot Peter Griffin. Excitement she wrote! 
Reeve: 
Seeing as how Fami!J G19 is the only show I can 
summon up the effort to watch every single week 
without fail, I could have given this puppy a passing 
grade without even cracking the cellophane wrapper. 
But, given my responsibility to deliver hard-hitting, 
impartial criticism to my readers, I labouriously 
opened up the wrapper and sat with my usual 
FG group for some good times. 
The first thing of note is that there is not much 
new here. It's more or less three normal Fami!J Gt!J 
episodes thrown together onto a DVD. It's pretty 
easy to see where one episode ends and another 
begins though there is enough continuity to feign a 
continuous plot. The dialogue is punchy, witty, and 
just as socially vicious as any normal episode. Though 
the language is uncensored and some more brutal 
content slips in than would normally escape the cen-
sor's watchful eye. There is also an intro and outro 
that were crafted specifically to give the DVD enough 
running tin1e to justify itself. There are, of course, 
some funny moments, but they feel just as tagged on 
as they are. 
I do adore the Griffins and their wacky adven-
tures, though the entire act of talcing three episodes 
and putting them together to milk another DVD 
release makes me feel somewhat dirty. For all its hilar-
ity, Fami!J G19 is quickly following the dark path of 
The Simpsons as far as levels of market whoredom. 
r ot that you can blame a show that was brought 
back from the dead by DVD sales. This is a sure buy 
for FG die hards, a renter for casual fans, but offers 
nothing to lure in new fans. 
Smith: 
Rath.er than Smith and Reeve at the movies, it was 
more like the movies at Smith and Reeve's. Basically 
we did not go to the movies this week but rather 
bought a DVD to watch. Who can pass up the 
opportunity to watch and review the Fami!J G19 
movie? Not me, that's for sure. Anyway we took the 
DVD home, and unwrapped its shiny cling film, filled 
with anticipation and joy-just like at Christmas-
and chucked it into the DVD Player. What we had 
was 88 minutes of sheer hilarity. It was like watching 
Fami!J G19 on the TV, but bigger, better, and with 
many more swears. 
The animation was the same as you would find on 
the TV show, as essentially it was a three-part episode 
put together into one. The three parts were initially 
scheduled for television release, but due to content 
and cancellation, it was shelved. With the success of 
the previous DVD releases, it was thought that a film 
would be a way to get the show out to the public. Of 
course, due to popular demand (and a few threats to 
the Fox Network) Fami!J G19 was brought back. This 
film is full of mega-celebrity cameos as well. Drew 
Barrymore, the cast of Bever!J Hills 90210, Michael 
Clarke Duncan, and many more lend their voice tal-
ents to this movie. 
There were moments of incredible humour, so 
much so that I had tears in my eyes at some points. 
As always, though, some of the jokes fizzled, or the 
reference was too obscure for my small brain to com-
prehend. Most of the time the film hit right on, and I 
would go as far as to call it a laugh riot. 
My only complaint would be the special features 
on the DVD, or should I say complete and total lack 
thereof. As far as special features go, there was an 
uncensored audio track, as well as a censored one. 
There was also a feature length audio commentary, 
and some commercials for Fami!J G19 Volume 3, as 
well as for American Dad. In the end, I think this film 
is worth every penny, and on a scale of The Simpsons 
season-whatever season number they are on now to 
The Simpsons season five-I give it a The Simpsons sea-
son SIX. 
-· 
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The Shootout 
A look at tha history of tha lamast way to sattla sports 
Kevin Welsh, Features Editor 
''A penalty shot is the most exciting play 
in hockey."-Evety Broadcaster Ever 
It's finally happened. Commencing 
with the 2005-2006 season, the 
ational Hockey League (NHL) will use 
shootouts to decide games that are tied 
throughout regulation and overtime. 
Purists everywhere cringe; while execu-
tives wring their hands with glee while 
thinking about the billions and billions of 
new fans that will tune in to watch these 
exciting contests. For some, the shootout 
is a long overdue measure to eradicate 
what many North American sports fans 
consider the most pointless outcome of 
sports: a tie. For others, the shootout 
represents a bastardized way of declaring 
a winner. 
For those who aren't in the know 
(hey, do you live in Canada or what?) the 
shootout in hockey is a series of penalty 
shots. After tied games, each team desig-
nates five shooters and one goaltender. 
Each team alternates shooters; the skater 
gets control of the puck at centre ice and 
skates towards goal. The shooter cannot 
score on a rebound and must shoot the 
puck before he crosses the goal line. 
Naturally, the goaltender tries to stop 
them. 
This may seem like an awfully artifi-
cial way to settle a ~ockey game, especial-
ly to long-time NHL fans. However, the 
shootout as a tiebreaker has been in 
effect for years in other leagues and 
competitions. The now defunct 
International Hockey League (IHL) used 
shootouts before they were in vogue. 
Then again, the IHL, traditionally a farm 
league to the NHL, was experiencing a 
period of growth where they moved out 
of traditional minor league hockey mar-
kets like Flint, Michigan and Dayton, 
Ohio and into major league markets like 
Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta, Houston, and 
Los Angeles. In many cases, the IHL was 
'---------------~---- --
competing with NHL clubs in the same 
market, and was looking for ways to set 
themselves apart. 
Now, many North American minor 
leagues, as well as the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association (NCAA) have 
adopted the shootout. Most importantly, 
though, especially as far as the r HL is 
concerned, is that the International Ice 
Hockey Federation (IIHF) also employs 
the shootout. If it's okay to settle 
Olympic medals witl1 the shootout, sure-
ly it must be okay to settle NHL games 
this way. 
Perhaps the HL should talk to the 
fans, though. Many Canadians won't be 
able to forget a pair of painful elimina-
tions from the Olympics thanks to the 
shootout. In 1994, Sweden's Peter 
Forsberg scored against Canadian goal-
tender and former Vancouver Canuck, 
Corey Hirsch, to clinch the gold medal. 
Four years later, in agano, Japan, 
Canada was again eliminated by the 
shootout, this time falling in the semi-
final to the Czech Republic. Many fans 
will claim that a series of artificial break-
aways is simply no way to decide a com-
petitive game of any kind, much less a 
gold medal. Then again, scores of 
Canadians were elated in 1994 when Luc 
Robitaille scored the IIHF World 
Championship goal in a shootout. 
While the shootout is new to the 
NHL, and relatively new to the world of 
hockey, in general, the concept, itself, has 
been around for a long, long time. 
Fereral International Football 
Association (FIFA) , the world governing 
body of soccer, has been using penalty 
shots for years to settle championships. 
In 1994, Italy's Roberto Baggio stepped 
up and blasted a shot over the net, there-
by awarding the World Cup (arguably the 
most prestigious sporting championship 
ever) to Brazil. 
Not content with using merely penal-
ty shots, American soccer leagues have 
used a different type of shootout to set-
tle soccer games for decades. In the old 
North American Soccer League (NASL) 
and American Professional Soccer 
League (APSL), a series of breakaways 
was also employed. Again, each team 
would designate five players, each of 
whom would get control of the ball 35 
yards out from the goal. While they drib-
bled in on net, the goaltender was free to 
come out of his goal. Shooters had five 
seconds to take a shot. In the NASL, a 
shooter even had the option of asking 
the official to bounce the ball ahead of 
them, so they could try to volley it in 
from distance. 
The reasons for the NASL, a league 
which thrived in the 1970s, to employ a 
shootout ate pretty much the same rea-
sons the NHL is touting now: tic games 
are boring, penalty shots are exciting, and 
it will help decide games in time for tele-
vision audiences to tune into their regu-
larly scheduled programming. 
Interestingly enough, though, when 
Major League Soccer (MLS) debuted in 
1996, the shootout was again in effect. 
However, a few years ago, MLS 
announced they were abandoning 
shootouts in favour of brief overtime 
periods and, ultimately, tie games. Fans 
everywhere (and by everywhere I mean 
traditionally anti-soccer Americans) 
rejoiced. The verdict was in: fans knew a 
gimmick when they saw it, and will even-
tually become bored or annoyed with it. 
People still ask me, "What was 
(Canadian coach) Marc Crawford think-
ing when he didn't select Wayne Gretzky 
to take a shot in the Nagano shootout?" 
My answer would be simple: they re not 
playing hockey anymore. They're playing 
some brutal, highly pressurized game of 
poker with none of the spontaneity of a 
free-flowing team sport. Whether we're 
talking soccer or hockey, at the end of 
the day it boils down to the same thing: 
It's now a different game. It's certainly 
got nothing to do with the game that just 
transpired-no more momentum, cre-
ativity, or imagination. It may be exciting, 
but it's also a shame. 
Yet, most hockey and soccer fans at 
least grudgingly accept the shootout. 
Maybe it has something to do with 
shooting something past a goaltender 
and into a net. I fmd it hard to believe 
that using free throws to decide basket-
ball games, home run derbies for base-
ball games, or field goals for football 
games would ever be considered an 
exciting and fair way to end a big game. 
It should be noted, though, that while 
FIFA, the IIHF, and the Olympics are 
willing to settle championship games in 
this fashion, the NHL has pledged not to 
employ the shootout to settle playoff 
games. It will be mammoth, five-period 
overtime sessions as usual, and though 
many fans will have to be patient the ulti-
mate payoff will be either wonderful or 
justly heartbreaking. It's the way sports 
was meant to be 
·-
·--
--
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Thaorists Could Add Naw SpinltronicsJ to Transistars 
Tha hunt is on for succassors to alactronic transistors 
By Mike Ghenu, The Varsity (University of Toronto) 
TORONTO (CUP)-You never change 
a winning game, goes the old tennis 
adage-but always a losing one. The 
electronic transistor, a workhorse in the 
electronic industry for the past five 
decades, no longer seems at the top of 
its game. 
A transistor is much like the sluice 
gate that controls the flow of water 
through a channel. When a current is 
applied to one of its terminals, opening 
the gate, electronic signals can pass 
through. Arranged in sequence, transis-
tors can be made to carry out logical 
operations. This makes them the ubiqui-
tous building blocks of all electronic 
devices. 
But as the number of transistors that 
electronics manufacturers stuff onto a 
piece of silicon wafer soar, circuit 
designers have started to run up against 
fundamental physical constraints pre-
venting them from cramming in yet 
more. One of the main culprits is heat, 
which requires additional cooling of 
microchips, pushing up their cost. 
Seeking to add more tricks to the 
transistor's game, researchers are looking 
to spintronics, a new branch of electron-
ics, for help. While in traditional elec-
tronics information is transmitted by 
controlling the amount of charge pass-
ing through a circuit, spintronics uses 
one of the electron's more esoteric prop-
erties-the quantum angular momen-
tum, or spin-to code and process infor-
mation. 
The concept of spin is difficult to 
fathom, since it is a vector quantity. 
Roughly speaking, you can envision an 
electron's spin as a little bar magnet. The 
magnet's arrangement determines 
whether the electron has spin "up" or 
spin "down"-its direction determines 
the spin's direction. 
Putting a new spin on things 
Unlike electric currents, which are 
flows of electrons, spin currents are 
flows of electrons with their spins ori-
ented in a particular direction. If devices 
could be made that transmit information 
using such currents, the world of elec-
tronics could be turned on its head. 
Not only would spintronic devices 
process information more quickly and 
efficiently, say scientists, but they would 
use a lot less energy and they could 
packed even more tightly than transistors 
currently are. 
A lot of that is still spin, though. 
Researchers are still struggling to gener-
ate sufficiently strong spin currents, 
according to a paper published in 
January in the journal Science by Dr. 
Prashant Sharma, a researcher at 
Argonne ational Laboratory in the US. 
But a paper recently published in 
Pbysicai Review Letters, by Ali Najmaie, Dr. 
John Sipe, and Dr. Eugene Sherman, 
three University of Toronto quantum 
physicists, proposes a way to do just 
that. They have shown, theoretically, that 
it is possible to create spin currents in a 
gallium arsenide crystal-a common 
semi-conductor material-using laser 
pulses. These pulses, which deliver a lit-
tle kick of energy to electrons in the 
crystal, cause an electron's spin to flip to 
a specific orientation, a process called 
"Raman scattering." 
"Light comes in at a particular colour 
and goes out the other side of the semi-
conductor at a slightly different colour," 
said Najmaie, the lead author. The slight 
change in colour accounts for the energy 
loss photons incur from delivering their 
punch of energy to electrons. The 
geometry of the semi-conductor crystal 
segregates electrons according to their 
spin direction. 
One upshot of Raman scattering is 
that a lot less energy gets deposited in 
the semi-conductor crystal. "It's three 
degrees of magnitude or so lower than 
previous proposals," Najmaie noted. 
Experimentation to application 
Sharma, the author of the Science paper, 
said the idea seems a viable one, but 
with one limitation. "The direction of 
spin polarization remains confined to a 
particular plane of the crystal. As a 
result, the full potential of a spin cur-
rent-to use the vector nature of the 
spin to transmit information-is not uti-
lized," he commented in an email. 
The University of Toronto 
researchers say they will now work with 
experimentalist colleagues to try to gen-
erate spin currents in the lab. "We're cre-
ating, in some sense, puddles of spins," 
said Sipe. "The idea is that device physi-
cists will figure out how to take these 
puddles of spins and use them in an 
information processing scheme." 
The ball is in their court. 
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Acadamic Monitoring Comas to Douglas 
Brian McLennon, Interim Sports Editor 
Wrastling: 
Rosa Namod Now Hoad 
Coach of Douglas Wrostling 
Brian McLennon, Interim Sports Editor 
Douglas College is proud to announce 
Steve Rose as the head coach of their 
wrestling program. 
The Regina native attended SFU 
and competed on its varsity wrestling 
team. He was an All-American and a 
member of the Canadian National 
Wrestling team under the tutelage of 
former Douglas College head coach 
and now National team head coach, 
D ave McKay. 
Rose has a B.SC in Biology, B.Ed 
from SFU, and a Masters Degree in 
Pest Management. He currently is a 
teacher in Maple Ridge. 
This year, the Centre for Sport, Recreation, and 
Wellness (CSRW) is running an academic monitoring 
program for student athletes. This program is set up to 
make sure that students are going to class and manag-
ing their course load along with all the extra responsi-
bilities of being a student athlete. 
that no one who needs help is missed. 
CRSW director of athletics, Lou Rene Legge says, 
"This is not a punishment, it's part of being on a team. 
When one member of your group goes down, every-
one suffers. Sometimes losing a player to academic dis-
qualification devastates a team. We want to do what we 
can to prevent this from happening." Students are asked to fill in a weekly report online 
to let the academic monitor know how they are doing 
and if they need any help. "Many students feel a little 
overwhelmed when entering college for the first time, 
and with student athletes, they have all the young adult 
responsibilities with the added stress of five or six days 
a week of practice and games. We implemented rhis 
program for our student athletes because we want 
them all to succeed and maybe if they have a designat-
ed person to go to, they will ask for the help if they 
need it," says academic monitor, Laura Selman. To 
achieve this, every athlete will be involved to ensure 
While it is expected that everyone will be honest in 
their reporting, the academic monitor will randomly 
call professors to check in on reports to ensure that 
students are getting the help they need. 
Woman's Rugby 
Hurricano Douglas Slams Nanaimo 
Dave Pearcey, OP Contributor 
Premier Division: Douglas 102 Nanaimo 0 
The defending Premier Champions Hurricanes ventured out 
to Queens Park rhis past Saturday and ran into a Douglas 
cyclone. · 
Granted, the anaimo team had lost some key players 
from last season and ended up playing short during tl1e match, 
but the new-look host team from New Westminster had 
everything clicking on the day. 
Corinne Jacobsen led the way with four tries. Kari 
Horntvedt scored three tries and added five conversions for a 
total of 25 points. April Jones, Crystal Nikolai, and Melissa 
Klein added two tries each. Single tries went to Michelle 
Monchamp, Vickie Fullerton, and Laura Kinnear-Harmse. 
Stevi Schnoor also made good on six conversions. 
Douglas takes on Bayside next Saturday at 1:OOpm at 
Queens Park. 
1st Division: Douglas 37 Cowichan 14 
It was Cowichan's first game in First Division rugby, and 
tl1ey put up a good struggle until the game swung in the host 
team's favour late in the second half. 
Douglas went up on the strength of a try by Liz Robbins, 
which was converted by Candace Barry. Barry then added a 
pair of penalty kicks to push the score to 13-0. 
Cowichan came back to within six points by halftime 
Tanya Leigh increased the lead by five after a set-up by 
Barry before anotl1er converted try brought Cowichan to with-
in four at 18-14. The last ten minutes of the game belonged to 
D ouglas, as Barry, Alicia oger, and Brenna Glover all scored 
tries with Barry adding two converts. 
Douglas faces a big challenge against Velox next Saturday 
at Queens Park. Their opponents have picked up some nation-
al team players who have transferred from ana1mo. 
2nd Division: Douglas 25 UBC 0 
A perfect weekend for all three Douglas teams. 
Douglas took a 15-0 lead at halftime on tries by Tia Staller, 
Rikkilee Jones, and Ged Griffths. This was to be a "testimoni-
al match" for former player and coach Griffiths, who was 
playing her last game of rugby. 
Jones and Hailey Cuming added tries in the 2nd half to 
complete the scoring. 
'--
SPORTS 
Bocce Ball: It's a affair 
Simon Underwood, The Ubyssey (University of British Columbia) 
VANCOUVER (CUP)-When someone 
describes a sport as being "social," it usu-
ally implies the involvement of drinking 
and smoking. Whether it is golf, curling, 
or the tragic example of lawn darts, each 
of these is well accompanied by a stiff 
highball. 
After spending a few hours at the sec-
ond annual Don Giuseppe Bocce Ball 
Tournament in Vancouver, I can attest 
that the sport on display met these speci-
fications-with bravado. The grassy knoll 
across from the military garrison at 
Jericho Park East was sequestered from 
bemused off-leash dogs and perturbed 
power-walkers to make way for a sporty 
promenade of Kays and Don Corleones. 
But when someone describes a sport 
as "the oldest known to man," it tends to 
imply that some degree of bullshit might 
also be rearing its lying head. But, bocce, 
dates back to the fallen Roman Empire, 
which l think we can agree qualifies it as a 
very old sport. The game is so simple that 
it's not that difficult to imagine our distant 
primate relatives playing a similar game 
with rocks or coconuts. It's about one ball 
hitting another. 
Traditional bocce is played on clay 
courts and manicured greens up to 30 
metres in length and about three to four 
metres in width, each team launching balls 
down the alley like any other bowling 
game. But Del Vicario favours the game's 
more egalitarian cousin, freestyle bocce, 
which allows for players to capitalize on 
the uncertainty of the terrain. 
"Sand. Gravel. Snow. Grass ... We'll play 
[balls] off trees, off the top of picnic 
tables," Del Vicario said. "The purists will 
say 'this isn't the real' bocce, but it's the 
same surface for everyone." 
A bocce set includes eight two-pound 
balls, four bocces of each colour, and one 
little white ball, usually called the pallino. 
A game begins by tossing the pallino a 
reasonable distance across the grass. One 
player starts the game by trying to pitch a 
coloured ball at the pallino. The ball is 
thrown underhand, but a player may put a 
different spin on the ball depending on 
the position of the wrist, which must be 
parallel to the ground. 
Once the second player has tossed a 
bocce, the two players must consult to see 
whose ball has rolled closest to the palli-
no. The player who is further from the 
white ball must then keep throwing until 
they land a ball closest to the pallino. Balls 
already in play and even the little pallino 
are fair game; a clever bounce can redis-
tribute the relative advantage entirely. 
Games are scored to 12 or 21. 
I get the gist of the game by watching 
Gerlyn and Andy play an impromptu 
practise match due north of the willow 
trees and the tournament HQ. 
"Come on baby!" shouts Gerlyn as her 
ball rolls eagerly across the bumpy field. 
Her partner winces. In compliance with 
the tournament's Godfather theme, Team 
Caballones is outfitted in vaguely fashion-
able organised crime-wear. Although 
Andy is betrayed by his white running 
shoes, the Surrey couple play the part 
well, Gerlyn laughing from beneath the 
brim of a floppy black hat. 
"I'm his bitch," Gerlyn said. 
Her husband laughs nervously. "She's 
my lady," he corrects me. 
The two began playing bocce about 
three or four years ago, and although they 
insist that they are both still novice play-
ers. Early on, the two seem like a shoo-in 
to win the costume contest. But the com-
petition soon heats up. 
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Clare Ann Quirk, an administrator in 
the UBC Department of Civil 
Engineering is in it to win, even if it's just 
the best-dressed prize. She's played bocce 
about "five times" in her life. 
Her friend Marc Samson is the other-
half of Team Roma. "I grew up playing 
with my family [in Quebec]," Samson 
said. "I used to play it with all my uncles." 
The two sip from champagne flutes until 
a hoarse Donatella Versace doppelganger 
calls everyone to attention and com-
mences the tournament. 
In three years, Del Vicario's bocce.ca 
online presence has led to a mailing list 
with over 600 members and a tournament 
that can boast over 90 players and 45 
teams. 
Tony Pieto, an orthopaedic surgeon 
and UBC grad of '67, calls Jason "the 
magician," before sending a red bocce fly-
ing across the lawn, his fedora inanimate 
atop his head. Del Vicario hopes to even-
tually start an online charity. Currently the 
website currently lists bocce information 
and sells quality-certified bocce supplies. 
But there's a little of The Godfather 
in him too. ''Bocce is synonymous with 
trash-talk," Del Vicario said, crediting his 
winnings to his skill at this strategy. But 
unlike the Godfather-and, for that mat-
ter, lawn darts-nobody got hurt. And 
unlike curling, everybody was well-
dressed. 
Here's my favourite spam email from last week, followed by my reply. 
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Subject:! WALT DISNEY JR. GREETING 
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Hello Disney fans, 
And thank you for signing up for Bill Gates' Beta Email Tracking. a Send I ®a Save Draft 1 t Attach Y I ! 
o thereditor @ otherprcss .ca 
a. i_tfTools • !~cancel 
To: I Walt, Bill and the MS Development Team 
Subject:! RE: WALT DISNEY JR. GREETING 
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My name is Walt Disney Jr. Here at Disney we are working with Microsoft 
which has just compiled an e-mail tracing program that tracks everyone to 
whom this message is forwarded to . It does this through an unique IP 
( Internet Protocol) address log book database. We are experimenting with 
this and need your help. Forward this to everyone you know and if it reaches 
13,000 people, 1,300 of the people on the list will receive $5,000, and the 
rest will recieve a free trip for two to Disney for one week during the summer 
of 2006 at our expense. Enjoy. 
~ ~ I P-graph· Font Style• Font Size• I B I Jl ! -= • == I 
Note: Duplicate entries will not be counted . You will be notified by email 
with further instructions once this email has reached 13,000 people. 
Your friends, 
Walt Disney Jr., Disney, Bill Gates, & The Microsoft Development Team. 
- - - - -- - - --- - - - - - - -- ---
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Hello Walt Jr., 
WOW! What an offer! I just can't believe that Bill Gates and Walt Disney, Jr. 
want to conduct business with me, and by email no less. It's just so excit· 
in g. 
Ever since I first became aware that I was the living reincarnation of Abe 
Lincoln , Louis Riel , and Gandhi (Mahatma, not Indira), it's been so hard to 
find people that will take me seriously. I just know I'm going to be one of 
the 1,300 chosen people to get the five-large, but if not, the trip to 
Disneyland would be sweet too. 
And speaking of tripping and Disneyland, I did acid there once, and it was 
way too much . The crowds totally freaked me out and my friend ended up 
crying in her cotton candy for five straight hours. Her mascara ran and she 
looked like The Crow, which freaked me out. I ended up climbing inside one 
of the "Small World " castles and hiding until it got dark. Then, I walked 
around and collected straws off the ground . To this day, I still can't see an 
image of Goofy without it triggering my fight -or-flight response. 
Anyhoo, you guys should have a specific day set aside every year strictly for 
people to go to Disneyland and trip balls . That would be sweet. 
Your business partner and fellow Beta tester, 
Colin Miley, Managing Editor, the Other Press 
~ 
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The Other Press 
Contributors wanted. Please send 
articles and/ or questions to the 
editor: othereditor@yahoo .ca 
Students advertise for free! 
For free student classifteds up 
to 30 words, email: 
othereditor@yahoo.ca with your 
name, student number, and 
desired section, and put "classi-
fied" in the subject line. 
Fast Cash Ads: 3 lines, 3 times 
for $20 (30 words max). Open 
rate of $5 per line. Enquiries: 
call our advertising manager at 
604.525.3542. 
Pictures 
Classified pictures are $10 each 
printing. The picture.size is 
3.5cm x 2.5cm, black and white. 
When placing an ad please 
remen1ber ... 
All ads must be received by 
Thur day to be published in the 
following Wednesday's paper. 
Check your ad for errors and 
please call or email our offices 
to report any corrections. To 
ensure the integrity of our stu-
dent newspaper, we reserve the 
right to revise, reclassify, edit, or 
refuse your ad. 
Classifiads 
Submit Classifeds to classifieds at othereditor@yahoo.ca 
For Sala 
Two 128MB Memory Modules 
184PIN DDR PC2100 DIMM 
With original packages. 
A Steal at $451 E-Mail me at 
email@scottelliott.com. 
1980 Honda CB650 
parts, $5 and up. Email 
redcoat1812@hotmail.com. 
BRAND NEW BenQ DW1640 16x DL 
DVD Writer with 50-spindle 8x rated 
DVD-R for a great price of $130. 
If interested, please contact Andre at 
acepccanada@gmail.com. 
64-bit ready Sempron 
system w/ 512MB RAM, 160GB hard-
drive, & 16X DVD±RW for a great price 
of $460. FREE wheel mouse tool If inter-
ested, please contact Andre 
at acepccanada@gmail.com. 
For Rant 
Room for rent 
Furnished room in a quiet townhouse. 
Close to David Lam Campus. n/ s, n/ d, 
and mature quiet student please. Prefer 
female 
llighspeed internet ready. Utility included 
$390. email mcdo552@telus.net 
or call 604-552-2488 and ask for 
Elizabeth. 
I Saw You 
I saw you the other day. Actually I see you 
all the time. Once I had a 100 level sci-
ence course and you had a 200-level sci-
ence course but we shared the same lab 
time. Later I saw you outside of Studio 54 
but I was in a car with some girls and I 
yelled out the window "you were in my 
science class at Douglas!" More recently, I 
saw you playing soccer at an elementary 
school in New Westminster. You may 
think I am stalking you, but it's not that. 
Don't you see? We're always in the same 
place at the same time. It's fate. You: 
Male, dark-skinned, cutly hair. black glass-
es. Me: Waiting for you to notice me, 
noticing you. Holla at me: 
barstarr@shaw.ca 
WTF 22 
Sarvicas 
Tutor/Proofreader (Ph.D) $25/hour for 
essays, thesis, etc. 604.837.1016 
or editor888@hotmail.com. 
Professional tutor, writing coach, and edi-
tor can help with English 130, 106, 112, 
and 109; also Business Communications, 
reports, letters, and resumes. Quality guar-
anteed. The Writer's Touch, www.writer-
stouch.net 604.437.6069. 
Vancouver Support group for stutterers. 
Every alternate Friday, 7-9pm. Room 4310, 
New West campus. For more info, contact 
Mary Rose Labandelo: 604.526.1735 
Wantad 
OPTions for Sexual Health (formerly 
Planned Parenthood) is looking for volun-
teers to assist on the Facts of Life Line, a 
toll-free, confidential, sexual health infor-
mation and referral resource line. Call 
604.731.4552 ext. 224, or visit 
www.optionsforsexualhealth.com. 
AVID HALO 2 PLAYER Need to have 
Halo2 game and XBOX live. Please contact 
by email. Jamie CampbelL Jamie 
Campbell12345@hotmail.com 
Last Call 
Amanda Aikman, OP Columnist 
Dear Amanda, 
I need your help. I am a 24-year-old first-year student at 
Douglas and I'm freaking out! 
I had no idea college would be so hard. I feel like 
the homework is totally overwhelming me. It's only one 
month into the semester and I'm already falling way 
behind, I have no idea how I'm supposed to catch up 
and keep caught up as the semester progresses. 
I think I'm in way over my head and I need some 
advice to stop me from stressing out and dropping out! 
-Sarah B. 
WTF 23 
Why won't you let Miss Aikman help 
you with yo' problems, Baby? 
Miss Aikman loves ya, Baby. She does. 
Submit yo' worries away to 
lastcall_op@yahoo.ca and see her 
advice to you the following week. 
Dig it baby. Dig it! 
Dear Sarah, 
Waa waa waaaa. School is hard. I have too much 
homework, what should I do? 
Suck it up, chump. That's what you should do. 
Do you mean to tell me that after only one month 
as a student, you've already forgotten how shitty life is 
in the real world? Well, I've recendy returned to the real 
world and believe me, it sucks way harder than student 
life ever could. So you have to write a few papers, 
attend a few pubnights, and wake up before noon three 
days a week to sit in a room and listen to someone talk 
about poerry. You call that a problem? That's not a 
problem; that's a luxury. 
Would you rather be digging ditches or flipping 
burgers? Perhaps, instead of reading textbooks and 
recovering from hangovers, you'd prefer to spend every 
weekend at the mall selling overpriced denim or frozen 
yogurt? Face it; you've got it good. I'd gladly trade your 
assignment anxiety for my unemployment srress any 
day. You see, I've been where you are. The difference is, 
that I didn't spend my time whining and taking it for 
granted. No maam. I took that student-loan money and 
bought myself some fancy new clothes and a round of 
tequila for all of my friends. I relished every Saturday 
morning that I got to sleep in, the extended Christmas 
breaks, and all the days I skipped class to get it started 
down at Scruffy's. I learned some stuff, too; but that's 
another story. 
My point is, that just like I've been where you are, 
you will one day be where I am. And it sucks. So why 
bother being miserable now while you're at school, 
when a whole lifetime of misery awaits you after gradu-
ation? 
Don't spend your days stressing over teachers and 
homework and blah blah blah. That's not what college 
is for. College is a get-out-of-jail-for-two-years card. A 
respite from reality. A last chance for loafers. Once it's 
over, by all means, return to your shitty service-industry 
career and cry yourself to sleep on your dirty, lumpy 
mattress every night. Until then, don't bother me with 
your "problems." 
But alas, I'm here to help not to judge. So here's 
some advice: try sleeping with your teachers. If that 
doesn't work try sleeping with the smart, ugly kids in 
your class; that's usually good for a free research paper 
or two. 
Sincerely, 
Amanda Aikman 
lastcall_ op@yahoo.ca 
- - - ---------- - - -----------------------
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